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•  MYSTERY ON THE DOCKS 
OHRA ON WHEEU 2001 
Scott Gust. Director /Music Director  
Tyson Deaton. Piano  
CAST LIST 
Ralph Caleb Varns 
Edwina Jamie Yates 
Big AI Michael Coale 
Narrator Jennifer MacMurdo 
Rat/Co pI
• 
Child Wrangler Kathleen Coleman 
Please initial next to your name to indicate acceptance of this 
role. Rehearsals begin Monday, 28 August 7-10:00pm (location 
tba). 
Scores can be picked up from the music office after 2:30pm 
today. Rehearsal schedules will be handed out Monday. 
Opera on Wheels will open their season 7-8 October, tour Illinois 
2-6 April, 2001 and conclude with on -campus performances 10-
11 April. 
rHRNK Ylg to everyone who auditioned --- this was a difficult decision 
for me to make. You should all be very proud of your performances. Please 
watch the call board and be ready tor the next round of auditions!!! 
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HEIGHT 5 II~O~I___ NAME -.hi ikf' (DO. \ e. 
WEIGHT -,'~5£;S>L.-____ DATE +- 5g. Pt- 2()Oo 
SHOE SIZE......lJ\O'J----- PHONE 5 2.;) • ga4:;. 
RING -
~ Suit jaclcec size _4-~()~Rc:::::...._ SHOW --S±Q.(+i tlj t1e(Q. •• 
1'1.."SHIRT (neck) ...l..$_' _ ROLE J!\...ou.o-'- _ 
(sleeve) _ 
P,\NTS (waist) _3L"...k'--u _ HAIR Color I iJ(\~ t Dt'D, Wt'\ 
(inseam) _~~D:..- _ HAIR Length +0 c..h \ h 
EYE Color b't'Ol!Jh 
WOMEN; Dress size _ ALLERGIES -===:::..._----,----,-_ 
BRA _ TATTOO nO+h{r'\@ visi ble-
BLOUSE or T·SHIRT _ EARS PIERCED I~ H 






Neck -JI-oS.L-·---..,,---_ , CB to Thumb Joint _~.2L.::::.:"'-_ ~ ARMS  
ChestIBust '3 G, II  to Under knee __t./J...L.{ _ ~ Shoulder to Elbow (bent) I~ 
Underbust ~ _ to Floor 5"1 fa
. ~ Ourside Arm (bent E) ~S ;t~II 
Waist ---:;3l.!1 _ 
d LfGS ~ Inside Arm(straight) ......",01,,--,-' _ I I I II Hips~L _ ~Ankle-'i-+----- i. Elbow to Wrist -l..!IJ.'/:...cd,,-__ 
FRONT ~ Calf /4- ~ Hand 10 
Across Shoulders ().0 ~ Small of Knee ...l{""d:.:..3...J/L:I<{~__ Glove 
First Line (pit to pit) IJ(/O!, ; Thigh --L'l...::.,3/~'i,---~_ . Wrist to ,/<{ 
Low Neck _ 
. Waiscco Hip ~-Jl("".:l,,- _ ; Forearm ---l...!.\_-----I
Center Front to Waist _IL.{Y~ to Underknee ---'=Q.:.....:;3'--__ rElbow (bent) ~l..!.I.!.Y;c=~~ _ 
,T to T _ !, ta ankIe'_----='3=.'1.!.- _ " Upper Arm _",!;;1"'-'..'1-..L1 _ 
u ..... ,/...Shoulder to Bust Point to Floor __..L~oI-':...f-/Jl_ ;C!!>'--__ 
.\rmscye /1 Yo;: 
Shoulder to Waist _..:I '1' '(~ Inseam to Ankle _,),d-CJ.1 _ HEAD/.wIGS 
Shoulder Length S 'I (;l" to Floor __.o:;3;2:=""Ll:dd__ Circumference _..;a~3,.L. _ 
Underarm to Waist or '!~ , GIRTH Ear to Ear (tap) _ 
f  
L Waist to Waisr _ , Ear to Ear (forehead) _  
N~ktaN~k __Across Shoulders _..l:as~DL-__ ~ Temple to Temple (back) _ ( 
First Line (Back width) _ILSllL-_ \, Midshoulder to Midshoulder __ • Hairline to Nape _ 
Center Back to Waist -t~~!L--­ Crotch Depth : Top of Head to shoulders _': l:






HEIGHT --,-S.L!.....'~Sl...--__ NAME AoJ'e 11 81 QrrLD--l  
WEIGHT DATE _'_'_0.,..;.,.L/-,"ld~....J.I...;,Gco==----_  
SHOE SIZE 9 - '7 '/Q. PHONE ----<;.'3,,----C:..-,0-"_._'_'-,'2"'1-'-- _  
RING (' ':2  
~ SuitJacketsize _  
SHIRT (neck) _ ROLE P" i- -, co r-.~ '~ 
(sleeve) _ 
PANTS (waist) _ HAIR Colot --!.!)~'L!1~'..l,,-f_'J...r..!...<t-hc.:,~__ 
(inseam) _ , HAIRLmgm~I~0~(-4'?c- _ 
EYE Color __L(,':"·\,/O-",'c~e.l..I _ 
ALLERGIES _WOMEN; __Dress size -J-jL/:J....!-/;.L./.=:~; 
BRA /5'B D TATTOO __l''--J:);='---__.,-__ 
BLOUSE or T-SHIRT ---Itl,-'L==-. _ EARS PIERCED ~. "I /'\'.;J:J~ 
PANTYHOSE/TIGHTS 13 -( GLASSES / C~ACT]) / NEITHER 
Neck _'---1...\C:;.L..<__ j CB to Thumb Joint 2..-:+- , ARMS 
ChesrIBusr _...J4L-:lJo... _ , to Under knee ---!:i.L- Shoulder to Elbow (bent) IS  ~ Underbust ...:-3,<.1...1-, _ 'J to Floor __S.lJ(:::;·,'l.- _ Outside Arm (bent E) --::2=.:'+...:-__ 
Waist '~b \ LE.GS Inside Arm(srraight) --,-l-=~,,---__ 
Hips -.b:1L.:;S.L---- ~ Ankle --:'3=- _ i Elbow to WriSt -.!.I:=0:..- _ 
FRONT ; Calf _I..;.CL) _ , Hand-!8...L- _ 
Across Shoulders --,-I~('.L....__ 
_
7"2-First Line (pit to pit),_~__ I I 
Small of Knee --'-,_S-'-2'JThigh :::. 
_ : Glove _.,---::-





I ~ I Center Front to Waisr _L."<0'"';:f-'_ 
/ ~ 
, WaiSt to Hip _..c"'~",-",-
"I ~ \
to Underknee _ ':) 2.. 
_ Forearm __..!.I.!..:).L.. 
Elbow (bmt) --'-1l...."2..::::::,... 
_ 
_ 
T to T _CJ...L. _ ~ to ankle:_~?"__'J.!-- _ , \ '2 I1Upper Arm ---'l.-.....:;l.- _ 
Shoulder to Bust Point _I 2- ~ to Floor .......:y=t--'2..-<::..- _ \ Armseye _~I~S,-- _ 
J 
Shoulder to Waist -.:L=O~__; filnseam to Ankle __·~2.__'(.,L_ _ , HEAD/WIGS 
. • "'7 1 
ShoulderLengm :;~~ _ ~ to Floor _~:·;:O.!'L) _ Circumference .!- - z.. 
g .!.. J ") 1Underarm to Waist __:=1.-0 -- j Eor to Ear (rop) L"';'~w,-__ ~ GIRTH --. C' ! 
I ;-
-
, Waist to Waist ..;.... -J;;;.JW:;K I , Ear to Ear (forehead) I:, 
Across Shoulders _.:.1~=!:::.-2.:...-__ I Neck to Neck :::::':1 ~ 1Temple ro Temple (back) IS 
1'- I 
First Line (Back widm) 22.- , Midshoulder to Midshoulder ~ : Hairline to Nape I:::> :. 
Cmter Back to Waist -' 4{ ~ Crotch Depm ~~JL......:~;" _ ! Top of Head to shoulders I"2.-
I "" y) ,-. 






HEIGHT NAMEj1/5 T~ SOh Decda Ii 
WEIGHT 18 
SHOE SIZE S 
RING 
~ Suit Jacket size i'5 
SHIRT (neck) IS~ 
(sleeve) 
PANTS (waist) 28 
(inseam) 30 
WOMEN; Dress size 
BRA 
BLOUSE or T-SHIRT 
PANTYHOSE I TIGHTS 
Neck . 15 
ChestlBust 35 
Underbust 
31 .!-Waist ¥ 
~' "'14Hips b 
FRONT 
Across Shoulders /54. 
First Line (pit to pit)_1 C) 
Low Neck 5 
Center Front to Waist /2..i 
TtoT 
'-.Shoulder to Bust Point 
Shoulder to Waist IL( ~ 
DATE _12. / OC-! 100 
PHONE 03~ 1'2..'42 
SHO~ ~g.s,'1e~ on -1'Lc Doc t:.s. 
ROLE ?lio n' s+ 
,-; I' Of" I,'~j~ J'n/ 
"
.~ IHAIR Color 
HAlRLength ::")(10(+ 
i »1 . ; .....1 
Shouldet Length ~" 7 to Floor ~-.I...::. ..!. 2.2-~ Citcumference 
~ Ear to Eat (top) I k 
" Ear to Ear (fotehead) Ji~ 
Temple to Temple (bock) IS 
' Hairline to Nope ..J.!:L-. 
: Top ofHeod to shaulders--l.l.i-
' -
TRACE FOOT ON BACK 
56-
I72-7 ' GIRTHUndetarm to Waist 
,l 
/:, IWaist to Waist JW::K 
, Neck to Neck SOj 
First Line (Bock width) 19 
Across Shoulders J 8 
' Midshoulder to Midshoulder &: 2-
Center Bock to Waist IS ; Crotch Depth Cj 
Shoulder to Waist -' L! i Measurmenls token by: 86--'/-










CB to Thumb Joint 20 I\ ARMS 
·~Sto Under knee I Shoulder to Elbow (bent) --l12..-'. ,-.., ; 0 
to Floor I Outside Arm (bent E) IS1 "'"': 
\ ll.GS : Inside Arm(srraight) {1-
. Ankle c:J"iI : Elbow to Wrist 10 
. (" I
,,"\-'; Calf --L!:l ~ . Hand '- 1.-, 
, Small of Knee /5 Glove 
, , I 
\ Thigh 2.0 Wrist b "i< 
, Waist to Hip 3~ . Forearm jn  
to Underknee 2'1  EIbow (bent) (2 
/-,t-. J .',to ankle J Upper Atm :-
I l~!, to Floor ;';0 " Armseye 1 ",-,
, 
\ Inseam to Ankle. -..;: j HEAD/WIGSI
, 
-". 
( MEASUREMENT SHEET 
HEIGHT 5'5" NAME~\QP• WEIGHT I!...f 5 DATE !Uzooo 
SHOE SIZE BYz. PHONE 5<-/'1- 5152 
RING J.-jTJ;-'2-'-=-=-----
~ SuitJacketsi"" _ SHOW (V)\l·dt" (I I M lk.. Ly-J) 
SHIRT (neck) _ ROLEJ\,lc, rut InC 
(sleeve) _ 
PANTS (waist) _ HAIR Color I iI'J-r -Fl" IV Ii " 
(inseam) _ HAIR Length Atiove .sho\) Ider 
EYEColor BvrwJn 
WOMEN; Dress si"" __'1--..:-_:_:__ ALLERGIES -.lJ.uO",-,"--,\,,-~ _ 
BRA _-,-.r_~~_."'-C'"-> _ TATTOO f'-jONt 
BLOUSE or T-SHlRT _ EARS PIERCED lies 
i 
PANTYHOSE/TIGHTS GLASSES / CONTACTS 
\ 
Neck' ,~ 
, CB to Thumb Joint ---,18~--,-__ ARMS 
, ~Q' 
ChestlBust _3.L9oL--__ ! to Under knee ;;U 2 
· Shoulder to Elbow (bent) ...1...;;3::....,._ 
,.., ') IUnderbust _:z,"",--:If~ _ 
. to Floor ~"'::b;;!,1_--- Outside Arm (bent E) 1_~ 
\ ", - IWaist "3 z. i 
, Inside Arm(sttaight) L () -:::Wi.S p. 3 
Hips ~c:.O,J....-~~~--­ l Ankle _\",,)~'I _ , Elbow to Wrist \ 0 -
; 7..!.FRONT : Calf~,-::-,,'.i_-:- _ Hand ?c 
Small of Knee .,....,....,15.<...:.:.J,~. _ , Glove --,- _ 
First Line (pit to fit)----,-l~9,--_ I Thigh 11~ 
Across Shoulders ...-'I,-S=-__ 
Wrist --->.0"-- _ 
Low Neck _1.:-.;);;...-_---:-c:--_ · Forearm ---','-'f).L.:--:;:- _, Waist to Hip -",51---:--;---
7 .,'to Underknee .j k Elbow(bent)_l~~=:--,- ____ 
0.1- ~. 
Center Front to Waist J..L. 
, 1-'7'2.-fT to T ! J' ...... ~ to ankle'_.,,"''--'-- _ I Upper Arm.-=:-.:.....::..-::....,.· _
-- r I i " f.'\
to Floor _4--'-"0'--_-:-__ i Armseye --,i~J,,- _ 
Shoulder to Waist ..,..-'\8'-L. _ t Inseam to Ankle ---,2.::,.::5'-1<...' _ 
Shoulder to Bust Point I 2 
; HEAD/WIGS
, 
Shoulder Length ...:V2",,:'--_-,-_ to Floor 28 .!"
... 
; Circwnfe;ence _---=2=;,,=2-::....,.__ 
I \7~ .: GIRWUnderarm to Waist_...L-l-":;''';''''''_ j Ear to Ear (tOp) \ 17-7--+ I ,...,Waist to Waist _. T 0- , Ear to Ear (forehead) klACK 
Neck to Neck _~5",0L-_:--_ , Temple to Temple (back) I ~ ~Across Shoulders _\:....;0=-_...._ 
• 
· I '"" \ Midshoulder to Midshoulder &I First Line (Back width) J3 ~ : Hairline to Nape -1-'"'-'-' _ 
Center Back to Waist -.1",,5~__ : Crotch Depth ----'1..lI_----;;__ I Top of Head to shoulders -lL.. 
I 




( MEASUREMENT SHEET 
.. I I 
HEIGHT ;) II NAME _('''---'-'',e..:..-...I ---'/:,,<:/->-1.-'=rS'"--__ 
WEIGHT ,:) J,"\) DATE _>"";f'-e.:...t---'.'1/_-,,~_~_L)_()__ 
I) '/-:-SHOE SIZE -LJ._'-- _ PHONE VIa d . <;(J "i - (" '1'22 
RING _ 
MENi Suit Jacket size _ 
SHIRT (neck) _ 
(sleeve) _ 
PANTS (waist) "-(~J~":z...... _ 
(inseam) ~3.L-).L....­ _ 
WOMEN: Dress size 
BRA _ 
BLOUSE ot T-SHIRT 
PANTYHOSE 1TIGHTS 
Neck _'--=-'..:::0 _ 
ChestIBust __LtL-2L-__  





Across Shoulders ---,1,",,8~__  
First Line (pit to pit)--=7::Lf"--,-__  
,-1 
Low Neck _",::::>~:z... ..._.....,..-;-_ 
I( ..!. Center Front to Waist --,-",o'-"b'b-_ 
Tto T _ 
Shoulder to Bust Point _ 
Shoulder to Wcist '7 I --=~---
Shoulder Length (0 £ 
Underarm to Waist _9.....L.. _ 
M&K 
Across Shoulders __2--,0:0.... _ 
First Line (Bock width) 2-3 
Center Bock to Waist 20 
Shoulder to Waist .J.g_~,,--__ 
•  
•  
HAIR Color _"-g,-,,-,,~,-,c.J,,-,,''' 
HAIR Length ' ,,( " c; 
EYE Color ......J.T3.L1..:."''-'' 
_ 
ALLERGIES 
TATTOO ,-," '01  
_ EARS PIERCED rot 
-'==':::::-----
_ GLASSES _.,f"1CONTACTS)1 
,  
, CB to Thumb Joint -,-3,-:-.:..1 _  
, to Undet knee .J:J-)"-- _ 
to Floor fa Ii 
; 
I LfGS I 
, Ankle 102.-
! Calf Ib ~/./ 
Small of Knee --,-'-11c,"'- _ 
..., ...) I 
Thigh :-. :) '? 
Waist to Hip --1,-,2-=-=-__ 
'1 0 
to Underknee -"b",I~7,--~_ 
to ankle 4- 2-~ 
to Floor _4-,-,,-(<.) _ 
t Inseam to Ankle ",dL_~,-'-;'1 _ 
to Floor ~~ '~j' 
I GIRTH 
:; ¥) 
Waist to Waist ---',"")-'J"'-;- _ 
Neck to Neck V) C( i. 
, Midshoulder to Midshoulder 13 
i Crotch Depth -lJ-,~",-_:::-__ 








7 1 Wrist .... 
, Forearm _1-'2...'==---::- _ 
Elbow (bent) ...JL3.L,- _ 
\ Upper Arm -..,,-II'-y-l;--.,I:;.;.,----I -;;', I 
i Armscye ~. t ~ 
, HEAD/WIGS  
: Circumfe;ence ---''2..==:'0:5 _  
, Ear to Ear (top) --'\L~~ _  
: Ear to Ear (forehead) 12- 
Temple to Temple (bock;JL 
, I "..  j Hairline to Nope -l.....J...L---:-c:- 
Top ofHeod to shoulders 
J TRACE FOOT ON BACK 
13 
l
MEASUREMENT SHEET ( 
.. NAME~frn;<; ~(}..rni e.HEIGHT 
WEIGHT 
SHOE SIZE 9L-----
RING 'li.  
.M&N; SuitJacketsize _  
SHIRT (neck) _  
(sleeve) _ 
PANTS (waist) _ 
(inseam) _ 
WOMEN: Dress size /01 -/"-!  
BRA .3/2 C- 
BLOUSE or T-SHIRT fI'\ 1'5',.-. /-'o'5f-'.c..  
PANTYHOSE I TIGHTS 
•  
Neck ..:-1-'-'3'-;--__  
ChestlBust --,;-i.l,::D~ _ 
Underbust _\~~L5~ _ 
Waist 33  
L.i I IHips 1 t :::-
-FRONT 
Across Shoulders Ib 
First Line (pit to pit) 2 0 
Low Neck _1:-,-__-:-::::_ 
I e; Center Front to Waist _:.;--:::..._ 
'J I 
TtoT .., 2:  
Shoulder to Bust Point:=-Ii-0__  
Shouldeno Waist 19 ~
 
Shoulder Length 5 , 
;'Ji 
Underarm to Waist ~:;
• 
.!!M::K 
ActOss Shoulders _I_f---,,,,__ 
• 
First Line (Back width) ....../-:'9'--__ 
Center Back to Waist -,-15~__ 
Shoulder to Waist -.Jetb"-- _ 
_ 
DATE 12../09!03 
PHONE 5 2.:'1 :. I 2. 0 ::r-
SHOW Opm0
,-d i .",-
ROLE CIJJ /IW 
HAIR Color 7)(0'A)n!R r.-1 
• 
HAIR Length r;O{~ WI'! Sn,yJCYJ 
EYE Color hQ2C ( 
ALLERGIES_- _ 
TATTOO _ 
EARS PIERCED kic.e.. 
GLASSES I CONTACTS <~IEJTHE~> 
" ,0-21CB to Thumb Joint -;-",_,:,-"v~__ 
, to Under knee ----,'1-,"~()'--__ 
~ Fl ;::;, C)"\t to oor _-"-,,"":"-'- _ 
, 
~WiS ): Ankle __S _ 
,1 Calf _1~5,,--_--, _ 
\ Small of Knee .,-,!-r:..;",-_,,-.', _ 
- , I\Th'h 1,-;;19 -, , 
, Waisno Hip -8l,.L.---,-"-c--
~ to Underknee,_",,2_~-,-I-,~__ 
J. ~. 
to ankle_'-''-''- _ 
, , ,., 
to Floor _"Lf,;,:i.-'--:::--::--__ 
\, Inseam to Ankle _~2=-9-'____ _ 
to Floor _--"'3'-'-1 _ 
,I 
~ GIRTH ~ /,
..{ ,. 
Waist to Waist _'..;"'='--"=- _ 
, Neck to Neck ---0-1 I 
1Midshoulder to Midshoulder ~, 
j Crotch Depth -LDc--rr-::--~ Meosarments tokeo by: .6 G-- t-
5& 
,.ARMS l'IShoulder to Elbow (bent) _I ~ 
:; Outside Arm (bent E) --=-2_1.--__ 
i Inside Arm(straight) ..;1'-'.8,:......1,-__ 
C\l Elbow to Wrist _.JJ- _ 
i Hand ,,",
-'-"-------
\ Glove _-,,_,,--- _ 
' I"; 
, Wrlst \., -~ 
C:\ ' 
';: Forearm ----"'JL,l';"--c-7-----
I Elbow (bent) _:.11:.- _ 





~ Circumference _-=LL,)=--.----; 2 I 
\ Ear to Ear (top) 1-:; 
Ear to Ear (forehead) ...:..'",2,-:-=-
Temple to Temple (back) ~ 
Hairline to Nape J--,S,,-_-,-_ 
Top of Head to shoulders I2..-
TRACE FOOT ON BACK 
• 
• 
MOUI.MIHIIII MI MelU IH.I MI IMIIM e.,aIM.1R1 FmlMU 
• 
WftH IRI ....ew. IHIn MI IHI ...IIUlleMl IR.I WI.... Mile Ie A6eI 
Ie IRI ~.,.."1t!IFlle eM IRIIHIII. 
PROBLEM SHEET Date ~@U 
(
• 
Please list full description of costume problem and 
show to your dresser 
NAME GARMENT PROBLEM Initials 
DONE 
~ ,IU f1cr!f 
v / - ~dkf---L i~ 11' - s;;.//MI tI/..RD 11~4,~ kL"'111 JlJ)Wl 
'--'
'A_i/...,t /; 
. ~'I- 1/),-. 0 - (IF~MI1 M ltJ..J ('rJ JI-"'I,. (J I Ill.n., ;~ 
.... 
. fr- . -I 
/' /I .J /.1 ~ I n IJ .l , / 9OA-
1,// j 1/1 iY/in '- ..-1 l,7/-')(j 12Y 1 
~ir==--, ()k ---, 1..._ 




PROBLEM SHEET Date c7/2rrl
( Please list full description of costume problem and! 4:C •
• 
• 
show to vour dresser 
NAME GARMENT PROBLEM Initials 
DONE 
, /rcll{;' II WII d) ~ I ' I, '" "r ;/~r(, ,rIo/'/'W'. c- ([ -r 'I-f I,'tJJ {/I 7iitJ J"' ~ I,V' !r 
... /I / .... 
I ,0~'" IiI' . I I ( leAd.( jJ[{;: lUI. r , -'v 
l~ In .•. / ,. .r'a;.- '-' . ,, I f.. lI, 
" 




" 'y h. / - ... C i1 r,,",)1.-"-'"1..-, 
lit ItClO..-J <:'/';." -. '-.., .f., . II A r \ ,/, 1 VVlllOYh fLu hll'l .J" _ V,-:g 
/ J ~ /I 
-
'. (\.,I"J- Y 'I~'I\. .. VII (..I'-V ,f I'Q/'P 
I. .r"."1 I 
r 'A k J...J< Ir\ . I ',.f7J d/ 1 ~ ,oM/.p1 Ij'G~?-u 
I '/I , 111 I il , \ !l~ 
1//\ ( \11'111 ...., TI/AI/' ~}I Vv'VV" "-' . IVa ,f 
j.- (')rl~ ; " '" L . /.' 11 {J*£AI ,11 1411 '--
. 
I I I I • fljj ,17' Qtf . 
~ Ku 1J , --
1__ C"r\ (, ./)<{II"I "; 'A I .' I '" 1I0dIlr\lJ 
IV;1.01- " 
. ..
Cl ~ A\'---. I ".t. .. /I 1\.\, C" >,. tJ :",,-1f{ut" t ,,~ 'i. ! 
7f f\ ,/)}.;'" ,. '#~
·_1 
'! 'Y 1~/(A'\l1 ,..' U '.L, 0./ \ r1/J, if (J ";', ~I' IV' 
--
----In.~ I;) (" (j (0(1 ~ t"Mit 'c- --17) .. r.. rJ..l/ Q d ~ i h.M 
- /-J) odyj· ((V~ () .~ 
\J . 
I f'\.t H I L-.J ' , V/" ~--;::;.
.:.CC-t----.::- "I' 
I), ,jf- iT I \I.lC --:;;i,~ll~.r 0 ~ KlI't'[;t,). p >f)(,/Z.S I~ I / ~-r 
~ 
n-ro:;;-'S cC<-u. 1,- -x-"7./ -'" .., ~ 
•  
I: 30 - 3', 30 
PROBLEM SHEET uU-17 Date Ojb; 
( Please list full description of costume problem and I 
show to your dresser 
• 
.n lOA)I 
ht ui.U' Y" -IJh f..1J, 
::-::::::::ru 






'; ; f " •,. .'\. t .1_,' U ~l 
.'V \ 
," 
NAME GARMENT PROBLEM 
f.n (J~mJr:t) L " . ~() nnl L-
- I 
rG u L V- I . I - in fL/l\... 
;' "n ~ \. 
. , c..~ 
I 
l--k1+ _ KLll fI l 
I 
) ~ - tJ.hlhQI!(u
..... 
I , I ~ 
. , lll.l ""l . k V I V t J 

























•PROBLEM SHEET Date /'/.v/;..)( Please list full description of costume problem and { ( 
show to your dresser 
• 
NAME GARMENT PROBLEM 
, /0-1d:- />u~ ~~-~ 
-
J d-.J,.A L~ 
;./~ / ... Fz-'~L- ~:j/ ?) MILT 
, 
,/\./ '-' 




-j~ /? /.. /, /,'':,. n Q j 
/ //1" , ./j 
.A"f> ",A ) ~- II <7. A2A) /.2 . ./. 
it 
/ t"- :L..., , .../../ ~ )~:P.A) 
I/"' 
L /J / -,,,Ai/O j7'-.../7 .if L,A ....,.' 
/ 
/ 



















PROBLEM SHEET Date Cf/2..i.J, I (10 
( Please list full description of costume problem andi~ I 
...- ...,.... -=s::.bo;:.:w;.;.,.;.;t0f-'Iv'.:4o:.:u~r_=d::.;re:::ss::.:e:=-r--------.._---
• NAME GARMENT PROBLEM Initials 
• 
DONE 
ri J d ff:y hfY'l, / / <'~. 7 
- <:JIP~I UII;,///!, 
(J 
\ 
/ ' " l'




,/ - ~. ) 
• 
• 
111111 MI IHI .Iee• ., .".. Ie MIl. Ia.M. e, WHt" HM eilM ,.IMI 
eM IHI t!eIIME • .,..... Fea IHU lHew, IHI e • .-rI .V6Iweu WM
• ',...M. 
r:. MvsteryQntheDacks • Costl!meBlld~t 




Store ItemlItems Ylirdiasecr 
. 





A B"aer 0>mpany . r5 yards - E1egailce Taffeta 











7 bags ofFake Jewels 
$4.97 each 









$24:00 each $24.00 
$ 5 61 
S2~.61 
Theatre House, Inc. 1 Bikers Jacket 
Shipping 
$49.95 eacn $49.95 
$ 8 DO 
$57.95 
Walinart •2 pairs ofPantyhose 











fijJNAYS IJ:1N PRICES. 1'JJNAYS WAl.-MART. 
SUP E R C E NT E R 
WE SELL FOR LESS 
"ANAGER TERRY GODWIN ( 618 l ~57 - 2033 
STI 0196 OPI 00001977 TEl 07 TRI 05662 
HEAD BAND 00787291~~~2 2.97 H 
HEAD BANDS 00787291~~3~ 2.97 H 
•  
HEAD BAND 00787291~~~2 2.97 H  
HEAD BANDS 00787291~~3~ 2.97 H 
HEAD BAND 00787291~~~2 2.97 H 
SUBTOTAL 1~.85 
TOTAL 1~.85 





PAY"ENT SERVICE - N 
CHANGE DUE 0.00 : ,; i.-: 
/'~: .. ,:~r\i
• ITEMS "SOLD, 5 ,',' '..i1}~ " -.:',;:,;.:.,;~ ,f)':;';' '.lfia'I~Mllri~DItMYlilfiJll31~~.,¥",;",,>~;-.,...,"~IMml!m. ,~,mmlmu~lllmll~1~ ~h~1J:;,,;.t·;r,,:~~\:;:tj{:;~~~;{};·;·?"­
'L.AG~:ti';';'A>:<\/;;'>":.';;;(";' 
' Th "';. pr~ ,rk~-~ 
THANK YOU FOR SHOPPING AT WAL-"ART 








.-- .~ B a e r~- ~ ric s Invoice. \ Date 
121564' J9/22/00 
ORIGINAL INVOICE 
Bill To:  SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIV Ship To: SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY  
DISBURSEMENTS OFFICE JOAN ROOM 1033 DEPT THEATRE  
CARBONDALE IL 62901 COMMUNICATION BUILDING  
CARBONDALE IL 62901 
618 453-2253 618 453-7592 SHOP Acct. No: SOU00055 
Customer Order No:  Payment Method: Bank Card Order Date: 09/21/00 B. R. No: 219331 
Unit Adj Net Quantity U/M Item/SKU No. Description T D/C Price Price Price Total 
.1.000 EA SS499 MAIL ORDER CATALOG N 20 57  .00 .00 
15.000  YD 521510009 ELEGANCE N 60 09 8.75 D 20 7.00 105.00 
POLYESTER TAFFETA 
9 AZELEA 1720 
4.000  YD 0575890315 GLITTER DOT N 70 07 5.25 D 20 4.20 16.80 
SILVER GLITTER ON CHIFFON 









Exempt: Purchase i Tax .00 
Freight 5.14 
Ship Via: SDA 
xxxx xxxx ~ 450 Total 126.94 
Customer Signature  # Pkgs: OFC: 522 OBC: 522 UPS - - COMMERCIAL 
------~----------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
A. Baer Company dbaBAER FABRICS RETURN POLICY  
515 East Market Street Phone • All returns must be made within 30 days from the date of purchase.  
Louisville, Ky 40202 (502) 569-7012 • All merchandise must be unused and must be accompanied by a  
(800) 769-7779 Baer Fabrics sales ticket. 
FAX  (502) 569-7030 * Measured & cut merchandise, sewing machines, ser~ers, and cabinets/ 
stands will be refunded)r credited at 75\ of or1ginal purchase price. 
09.-25.-00 
1.141204 




• 01 *6.09 I!I 01 *4.97 I!I 
*11.06 51 
• ,> ' ..'I."' -.- .;
B9/25/08 ;;';' "':;iI"~ 03:36 PM 
'AGCT ~ 54BSB154l2234450 '1EXP leee 
MC MB ITM~ 038 
APPROVAL 883699 " {i!,."'" 
" 
.': PURtl!llS'{"~' X\. ' .  
AMOUNT $11 . 06  
I AGREE Ta~j\l-'Aa1i.tPJ\;i AMOUNT 
ACCORDING TO, CARD JrSS~fRAGR£EMOO 
(MERCHAN: AG!R~~~kI~~EDlr VOUCHER) 
SIGIill:U.1J.J.!-4t,2- j.fJA0&.!d, :...' 
" b 
:") 
.' ;RETr.I~ THl.~ COFf.. F0R fDUR,-~ECDRDS 
TOP COPY-MER[HR~' BnTT0M COPY-CUSTOMER 
•  
(• 
Milliners Supply Company INVOICE 
911 Elm Street 
Dallas, TX 75202 
Telepbone: (214)742-8284 
Warehouse: MAIN 
k:':kfWfiii::i):::::::U11Jilt;1'liil:rr X':',';: n: ::,\\;'%1 
SOUTHERN ll..LINOIS UNIVERSITY 
ACCT.PAYABLE 
CARBONDALE, ll.. 62901 
DEPT.OF THEATRE 
ATTN:BE1HANY GRUENEAFELDER 
CARBONDALE, ll.. 62901 
Telepbone:618-453-1987 
Any c14im3 or rctunu ofallY nanu. tnU.Jt b. made immediately u.pon receipt afgoods. Prieu subject to change without notice. AIL BaLSPAYABLEATDAIL4S, 1Et4S 
lIlt \ttS'" ····,"noD:,@MMMit::tZAliie(#i:·· 
118162 
629011 
SOUTHERN ll..LINOIS UNIVERSITY 
24.0000 24.00A112 
RS. TV\RA 




'" -0:>- I- 3:l .. 
-t L.o.J ........ ',SJ  
Q... :..u trJ ~
 
0... c:: r-- r--~ 
.=::.J !-- c,...
<:'-'1 t,."] ::::: c:: 
~J:S ... :::-~ 
l..l.J .....; _.-:l ::z::2:: ':: _  
......,.-1--l:r.:.::  





."-'------- ._--_. -_.. -......~;;:;;;;:;;;::::;;:::=====~;;;:;;;;::;:;~;;;;;;;:======== 
0.00 
29.61;111111 ~~~~~~:~ PM~I!iilli~ 24.00 5.61 
29.61Prepared By: Ronda Crawford 




~ATRE HOUSE,INC '61-0592086 
P.O. BOX 2090  
400 WEST THIRO ST. INVOICE NO.  
COVINGTON KY 41012-2090  0137660 
I N V 0 ICE 
ACCT NO:  CL62901002 SHIP TO: SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY 
~OLD TO:  SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY THEATRE/BETHANY GRUENENFELDER 
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE COMMUNICATIONS BUILDING 
DEPT.OF THEATRE CARBONDALE IL 62901 
CARBONDALE IL 62901 
i :o::siii~s')~P'O 'lIloJ .' '{I:. S'H;P. n,,[i:~ih~;·""":\'l:C~ppiilii~.$·lf:CPPED·· ;'C;·:TER'~~i"'.!~~;~n:::t;',,:1-~i~~:i:r.voicE 
: .n':"" ,;...ilS'T" , :*UPS'*cOl'lIjERCIA L'dI'6""';'~"10Ji6 /00 "·:'':CREO''ff.?CA'R'b .. ~ ..,:~~'~'~;'i0Jl~100 
~ ~;·~jt·~ .~;.~--~.. ; }::~t~i~ .' :~·r:1~,~i\~=:.~: ,':. :'~+.·'~1:~~·.;;·;,\H.f';!.:t:·~:~(~·:.<:·>~· [ ;.~'~;:'~' .1:f~-~n~,(-·l!r;·::; ·~F~~.~~:i:~:·,~~:~·t~ j : . 
::~O,~D SHIP;:;BACK ;D~TEM NO . D~:SC~~PT~o,N,' ,; :,i::,';' , ,PRICE,:;:EXT~NDED 
----------~~-------------------------------------------------------------------
1 1 MISC  BIKERS JACKET- MEDIUM 49.950 49.95 
:~ 
1 1 SH Shipping  8.000 8.00 
THli INVOICE IS FOR YOUR RECORDS ONLY. 
AMOUNT WAS CHARGED TO YOUR CREDIT CARD. 
• 
SALE A"OUNT: 57.95 
TAXABLE TOTAL: 49.95 
SALES TAX: 0.00 
TOTAL: 57.95  
" ' 
• ,  
• 
~AYS LJ:1N PRICEs. AVNAYS WAL-MARl: 
SUP E R C E NT E R ". ': .. " 
", . ~ .. 
•  
WE SELL FOR LESS  
MANAGER TERRY GODWIN  ( 618 ) 451 - 2033  
STI 0196 OPI 00002458 TEl 30 TRI 06533  
MN 2XS COREY 000251640494 16.97 H  
PANTYHOSE 001411840018 2.97 H  
PANTYHOSE 001411840018 2.97 H  
SUBTOTAL 22.91 
TOTAL 22.91 





PAYMENT SERVICE - N 
CHANGE OUE 0.00 .;:" . 
. .. .;::. 
, ".' 





.III••~H II NMI 'Ie «'I_ 1M THI HllftlMC e, THI een.,••,. THI 
• 
"leeR" ,e. THlllReW 'I'M .~_ eM THI ....lIME.'" ._ "_IV«'''' 
lee. e, THI "FriEl. THI.I,e.l, .EIEM~H 'I'M MMI eM THI 141•• 
IB& ,.,ItftII., IIM~. THI ~H•••n •.,WI.I UTI, .I"III.EI e, UTI 
WI•• Mole ,eIllM_. 




Arthur "Fonzie" Fonzarelli  
Arthur Herbert Fonzarelli is perhaps the most famous greaser of all time. A one-time jUHnile  
delinquent and high school dropout. the Fonz once rode with a motorcycle gang called the  
Falcons. By the time "Happy Days" begau, though, the Fonz fwd reformed fOIll his life of erina'  
and spent his eHnings at Arnold's Drive-Tn, dispensing much needed wisdom to Richie and his  
pals. He was such a constant fixture at Arnold's that the men's room became his "office."  
Abandoned by his parents as a child and raised by his grandmother, the Fonz grew np to be a  
•  
loner. He projected the image of a cool and tongh rebel, but beneath his leather jacket beat the  
heart of an old softy. Thongh he acted like he didn't need anyone, he secretly loved it when the 
Cnnninghams invited him to live in the apartment above their garage. 
The Fonz had an absolntely magical power when it came to the opposite sex. Wlll'never he 
snapped his fingel·s. girls instantly rushed to his side. Despite the tremendous flock of chicks 
around him. he only became serious about two women--Pinky Tnscadero, a demolition derby 
driver. and Ashley Pfister, a widow with a young daughter named Heather. Fonzie came HI!' 
close to marrying each of them. bnt remained a bachdor in the end. 
Throughout the series. the Fonz worked a varie~' of jobs. He started at Otto's Auto Orphanage, 
which later became Herb's Auto Repairs, and finally Brouco's Auto Repairs. When Richie and the 
rest of the gang gradnated from high school, the Fonz revealed that he had been secretly attending 
night school and had earned his diploma. Following this academic achieHment. he became a shop 
teacher at .Jefferson High and finally' Dean of Boys at George S. Patton Vocational High School. 
In 1984, the show's final season. the Fonz left his early image as a rebel completely hehind fwd 
adopted a YOllng orphan boy, Danny. The olle-tim,' jllHllile delinquent had grown up and hecome 
a middle-class family man. 
•  
What If you could get paid ...  
http://www.~.~.dayi/.foozie.htm 9/3/00 
• 
page I or 5 
Jennifer's Grease Page! 
I love grease! It is my favorite movie, and I was so excited when they brought it out in theaters 
again! So this whole page is devoted to nothing but grease pictures. Enjoy! 
III I , 1 
• 1111 INUIIU lARCH 11 •••. G.t.S!.Ol'If.(O. 
r~4!(1 









Jennifer's Grease Page 
http://jen4810.freeyellow.com/grease.html 9/3/00 












Well thats it! I will add more later. If you have ant questions or comments email me. 
,., .] 
:~ j 
Ring site is owned by 
Jennifer. 
Want tojoin the Circa," Ring'! [Skip Prey] [Prev] ilie1it] [Skip 
Next] [Random] iliext 5] rr,ist2iJ~~] 
jen48 IO@yahoo.com 




in real time. 
http://jen4810.freeyellow.com/grease.html 9/3/00 





II II  
•  
http://www.angelf-H"e.-oom/<:a2/clmsti-neraelGrease.h1mI 9/3/00 
GREASE Page 2 of7 
•  
•  
I SeM' Ma.le.- CelebrWt.e<l' - Lotwv T ycvvotrCl/ 
I Lohn., TY'cwokCl/ Tf.~ otWorm 
I Ul:t:~~John., TY'cwokCl/P~ 
I TY'cwokCl/ World--
I TY'cwokCl/ C~Y'ca-
• II II 
http://www.angelfire.com/ca2/christinerae/Grease.html 9/3100 





Ilvf~Li.f14-- OUvi.<MNeMJeo-rv-]ohw I  
Qnh' OUvi.<M f~ cLub- I I  
OUvi.<M NeMJeo-rv- [ohfv ~I I  
~~}' OUvUv Newt"OflrJohf\.,f'~I I  
• 
http://www.anllelfire.comka2khristinerae/Grease.html 9/3/00 









GREASE Page 5 of? 
• 
-------------_..~-_._---------------------------------_. 
Fve-nchyII II  









IMf\.Ut Page I of I 
ri 1The page cannot be displayed 
• Th~re is a oroblem with the Daoe vou are trvina to ,..each and it cannot 




http://sopranos,freeservers.com/cgT-bin/i/callas24.j pg 9/3/00 










1950·1960 Page 1 of 5 
• 
20th Century Western Costume: 1950 -1960 
Sponsor the Manifesto... :
,''';our Banner. in this space: $SO=I Year  
1950 
• 




1950-1960 Page 2 of 5 
==...."""=-__ UUll.7) vay, J7..JJ'.. 
•  
1952 Ward's Catalog 
r 1954 Ward's Catalog 
• 
William Holden, 1955 
'--....:...;...:;;..~-' 1956 Spiegel Catalog 
•  
http://www.costumes.orglpagesltimelinepagesIl950s1.htm 9/12/00 
1950 -1960 Page 3 of 5 
•  








1950 -1960 Page 4 of5 
• 
• 
• Stalil)ist!,:ashi(!!1: Notebook Pages 
• a'-' rn I. U R 
• 
Links 
~ . :t.\ ~,:' t 
§OJ; 'h 
·:::1 
=.;..:::;.;..._.... 1:.."",.''- -' 
http://www.costumes.org/pages/timelinepagesIl950s I.hlm 9/12/00 
]]6 APPENDIX II 
many of them coveralls. Some long, full pants and above-the-knee 
shorts were found in women's sportswear. 
Hair was often shoulder-length. In one popular style the front 
and side hair was dressed in rolls away from the face and the back 
hair was rolled under and caught in a snood (a large haimetl_ Other 
styles swept the hair up to a crown of curls on the top and forehead 
or let the hair hang loose from a side part to wave and curl about the 
face and shoulders. 
Hats included turbans, toques, adaptations of men's styles, and 
whimsical concoctions of felt, veiling, and decorations. Hats were 
worn at an angle over the forehead. 
Eyebrows were fuller and more natural in the Forties, but 
powder and bright lipstick were still used. 
Shoes were no longer painted but followed the natural foot 
shape. Heels were thick and some were extremely high. Some 
shoes were built on thick soles called platforms. Strap sandals were 
sometimes worn for day as well as evening. The open-toe sling-
back pump (open heel with strap) was a popular shoe. Oxfords with 
stout heels were worn by more practical women. 
Nylon stockings were extremely difficult to get during the war 
years. Cotton anklets and leg makeup were substituted. 
Women wore the trench coat and polo coat as well as full-back, 
unfitted styles in long or short lengths (toppers). 
After the war Dior introduced (in 1947) the "New Look." An 
attempt to return to mare feminine fashions, the "New Look" fea-
tured natural shoulders, a pinched waist, and a long skirt. The skirt 
silhouette was either full and stiffened or the pencil-slim "straight 
skirt." In the next few years women all over the world dropped their 
hems and cinched their waists. 
THE FIFTIES 1950-1959 
General Characteristics 
The Ivy League, natural-shoulder style challenged the heavy pad-
ding and square shoulders of previous men's fashions and a slim, 
straight silhouette took over. 
Dior's "New Look" (1947) was a major influence on the 
women's styles of the Fifties. Women's clothes had either pencil-
slim or full, bouffant skirts (full at the bottom supported by stiff, 





















ruffled petticoats called crinolines), Firm, structured undergarments 
were again required to produce the high, shaped bosom, small 
waist, and nat abdomen and buttocks in fashion. 
New fibers (polyesters and acrylics) made big news in clothes 
for both men and women. Fashionable color schemes included neu-
tral colors (gray, charcoal, black, navy) spiced with bright accents 
(red, lemon, pumpkin) and large areas of white. 
Dress for Men 
Dress shirts had narrow collars with small pointed or rounded ends. 
Button-down collars found their way from the college campus to 
business wear. Collar bars and tabs were devised to keep the collar 
neatly in place around the tie. Small patterns and pale pastel colors 
were fashionable in shiris. A wide variety of sport shirts were worn. 
Ties decreased in width until some were barely l'l.! inches 
WIde. Bow ties were worn primarily for formal wear. Solids, stripes, 
and small patterns were popular. 
The "natural-shoulder," unpadded coat made its appearance. 
After initial resistance, even older men accepted it in a modified 
version. Lapels narrowed to fine slivers on some jackets. Most coats 
had three buttons, although the top and bottom buttons were often 
left open. Coats were cut straight with little indentation at the waist. 
Sport coats were popular; "wash and wear" models appeared for 
summer. The Continentol suit was more fitted, with a deeply 
rounded front opening and a high, two-button closure. Three-piece 
suits were rare, but plaid and fancy vests were occasionally worn. 
.'
After formal day wear (cutaway) was rejected as inaugural attire 
e. by the new President, Eisenhower, its use rapidly declined. Jackets 
made of Madras (bright-colored plaid cotton originally from India), 
batik. or other fancy fabric joined the white dinner jacket and 
tuxedo for dress occasions. Waist-length, zipper-front jackets of 
leather or fabric were popular for casual and sportswear. 
Pants were cut straight and less full at the beginning of the 
period. Most trousers had pleats, creases, and cuffs. 'In the mid-
Fillies pants began to taper at the bottom and some uncuffed, nat 
front pants appeared. Bermuda shorts, deck pants (calf-length 
sailing pants), jeans, and sport slacks were worn for casual wear. 
New active sportswear included stretch ski pants. 
Hair was very close-cut with short sideburns, then combed 
away from the face with a side part. Some men retained the pom-
padour style of the Forties, while others favored the short, military-
type crew cut. Hair tonic was used to hold the style in place and give 
'd crowns." 
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bloused back) Foreshadowed less-filled fashions to come. 
Pants of all types were worn for casual wear: shorts (upper  
thigh), Bermuda shorts Oust above the knee), pedal-pushers (upper  
calO. Capri or toreador 1I0wer calf), and ankle-length.  
Evening gowns were frequently strapless or furnished with  
small spaghetti straps. Draped bodices were fashionable and the  
bouffant skirt was often tulle or sheer organza. Ballerina length (ank- 
le or lower calO was popular. Some evening wear required petti- 
coats with lightweight hoops in the bollom.  
Many women wore their hair short and close to the head.  
Straight-cut bangs were a popular feature. Young women wore the  
pony tail, all hair drawn high up on the back of the head and caught  
· with an elastic band. longer hair was worn waved and curled about 
the shoulders or sleeked back into a "French twist" 
Hats were small and fit close to the head at the beginning of the 
period. Hats completely covered 'with flowers were popular. 
Makeup base, powder, lipstick, eyeshadow, eyeliner, and mas- 
cara were commonly used. Emphasis was still placed on the mouth  
with the use of brightly colored lipstick. Dark lines were drawn  
around the eyes, and eyebrows were plucked to give a high arch.  
Pumps were the most popular style of shoe. Pointed toes  
returned. and heels grew tall and very small at the bollom (stillello  
or spike heels). Sandals, moccasins, oxfords, and "flats" were also  
available. Seamless nylon hose in black, taupe, navy, and flesh  
tones were worn. 
Coats were either straight or full with "swingy" backs. The  
tapper, a short wool coat, was worn for spring or fall. Car coats in  
corduroy, wool, or suede were available for women.  
THE SIXTIES 1960-1969 
General Characteristics 
Simple. clean lines in easy-care fabrics dominated the clothes of the  
Sixties. Clothing for both men and women skimmed the body. New  
plastics and synthetic fabrics were incorporated into all types of  
clothing. Solid colors dominated the early part of the period.  
The late Sixties saw a revolution in men's clothing. Formality in 
dress was all but abandoned. Men began to wear bright colors for 
· IIIorkas well as play. The "Mod" style, "psych~delic" colors, and fan-
· lastic prints appeared as the "Hippie" counterculture, rock music, 
and space exploration all had an influence on fashion . 
•  
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the hair a sheen. Young men began to grow the side and top hair 
long and used hair oil to comb it to the back of the head in a style 
known as a "duck's ass." 
Hats had narrow brims and lower, slightly tapered crowns. 
Many sported feathers or other small decorations. A plaid wool hat 
shaped like the snap brim was popular for sportswear. 
Car coats and other short overcoats were popular as more men 
drove their cars to and from the suburbs. Straight-cut raincoats of 
black or tan, some with zip-out pile linings, were versatile and 
practical. Trench coats were still popular. Dressy Chesterfields and 
simple wool topcoats were also worn. 
--,Dress for Women 
Brassieres were heavily structured and held the bosom in firm, high 
cones. Padding was added when needed. The "Merry Widow" was 
a lightweight corset with elastic insets and boning. Mid-hip length, 
this "long-line" bra could be worn with or without straps. Separate 
waist cinchers were also used to create the small, fashionable waist. 
Girdles were a necessity under straight skirts. Petticoats returned to 
fashion to support the full silhouette. Stiff horsehair, crisp taffeta, 
nylon net, or starched ruffles created the lower edge of these 
petticoats and sometimes three or four were worn together. Skirts 
were lower calf-length but began to shorten in the late Fifties. 
Shirtwaist (open down the front with shirt-style collars) and 
other simple dresses with fitted bodices and set-in, raglan, or dol-
man sleeves were popular for day wear. Collars were often large 
and stood away from the neck. Skirts were either bouffant or 
straight with kick pleats (a box pleat from knee to hem to allow for 
mobility). Bouffant skirts could be gathered, pleated, gored, or 
circular. Princess dresses, fitting tightly at the waist and sweeping to 
wide hems, returned to fashion. Starling from below the calf, skirts 
were shortened to just below the knee by the end of the decade. 
Wide, stiff belts - matching or contrasting - were worn tightly 
buckled around the waist. 
Suits followed similar lines: straight or circular skirts with hip-
length fitted jackets or short "bolero" jackets. Suit jackets did not 
always match the skirt but were sometimes in a bright contrasting 
color. Coordinated separates (blouse, skirt, sweater, jacket, pants) 
became established as a classic way of dressing and increased in 
popularity throughout the twentieth century. 
A brief fashion for the trapeze dress (a loose triangular-shape 
dress) and the sacque-back chemise dress (straight sheath with 
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Figurt 20-9. Ball gown; black n:kct bodice. white t3ffl:tol skirt: designed in IQ..j.<} hy Charles 
James. 1951. (Photograph by Horst, Vogue. Courtr.:s\' Hurst Srudio) 
'Jresses Christian Dior's ":\"ew Look" (Fig. 
~0-6) electrified the audience at his February 
,947 couture showing. .AJthough the spring 
1947 designs of se\'eral Paris couturiers re-
.embled those of Dior, his interpretation 
'eemed to express best the mood of the time, 
.vith its full, mushroom-pleated skirt, tiny 
'\'aist, unpadded shoulders, and lower-calf-
ength skirt. Picketing women, protesting the 
\lew Look, faced the shy designer when he 
r.;gurr 20-10. Black and white tweed suit by 
lalenciaga, bullfighter hat. 1952. (Photograph by 
.'rances McLaughlin-Gill, Vogu,) 
• 
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toured U.S. cities, even though several U.S. 
designers had already shown skirts just as long. 
The bodices of the late 1940s and early 
1950s had small shoulders, cinched waists, and 
rounded hips; skirts were either full and bell-
shaped, as in Figures 20-6,20-9, and 20-11, or 
pencil-slim, as in Figure 20-8. Back fullness 
appeared sometimes as flared peplums on suits 
or draped bustles on evening gowns. The tube 
and bell silhouettes were also found in simpler, 
less structured garments: Claire McCardell did 
the full silhouette in a summer dress (Fig. 
20-7). Sleeves joined the bodice smoothly at 
the shoulder; puffed and gathered sleeves were 
limited to occasional formal gowns. Summer 
dresses were often sleeveless. 
Soon after the New Look was accepted, 
designers began to experiment with other sil-
houettes. American Norman Norell, in 1949, 
and Paris couturier Cristobal Balenciaga, in 
1951, showed unfitted overblouse and middy 
dresses for day and evening. Balenciaga created 
jackets and dresses that fitted in front and 
stood away from the body in back, and semifit-
ted styles such as the suit in Figure 20-10. In 
1955, Dior showed the A-line (Fig. 20-12), and 
Balenciaga showed his blouse-backed low tunic 
(Fig. 20-13) as well as straight tunics. After 
Dior's sudden death, his young assistant, Yves 
Saint Laurent, took over as head designer for 
the House of Dior, following the A-line with 
the trapeze (Fig. 20-14). American women pro-
tested again - they did not want to hide their 
figures in the chemise, the sack, the shift, or 
whatever it was called. But by the late 1950s, 
women were wearing a variety of silhouettes, 
while skirts were becoming noticeably shorter 
(Fig. 20-14). 
For late afternoon and early evening 
events, the cocktail dress was a necessity. It 
was day length, most often black (Fig. 20-11). 
Like daytime dresses, evening gowns could be 
full or narrow; most had strapless or off-the-
shoulder necklines. American Charles James 
designed the gown in Figure 20-9 for a private 
dient.' Rich colors and fabrics with sumptuous 
ornamentation characterized Dior's bell-
uu Twrn';<tb Crntury: 1946-1990 604 
shaped evening gowns. Short ballerina-length 
evening gowns appeared about 1953, coexist-
ing with full-length gowns. In the middle 
19505, designers began to experiment with 
semifitted evening styles, and high-waisted de-
signs appeared in the late 1950s. 
Suits and Coats Suits and jacket-dress com-
binations were basics in women's wardrobes. 
The semifitted silhouette (Fig. 20-10) and the 
A-line (Fig. 20-12) appeared in suits or jacket 
dresses. Coats and suits were precisely tailored, 
with fabric-bound buttonholes. New Look 
suits were padded and stiffened to achieve the 
rounded-hip silhouette (Fig. 20-6), while shirt-
style jackets were less rigidly constructed (Fig. 
20-8). When Chanel reopened her couture 
house in 1954, her easy-fitting suits, often with 
decorative braid around the edges and without 
collars and lapels, appealed to American 
women (Fig. 20-15). 
• 
The major coat style, patticularly at the 
popular fashion level, was pyramid- or tent-
shaped, flaring from the shoulders. A second 
style fitted through the upper body and waist, 
with flaring skirt. It could be a belted, reefer 
style or an unbelted princess style. Some of 
these coats had very large, dramatic collars. In 
addition, coats, like suits, came in semifitted 
and standaway silhouettes, and by 1952 Balen-
ciaga and Norell in particular were showing 
easy-fitting tubular coats (Fig. 20-5). Set-in 
sleeves, shirt-style sleeves, and deep armholes 
characterized various coat styles. 
For fur coats, broadtail and mink were two 
frequent choices; mink was available in a vari-
ety of ranch-raised mutation colors. Fur stoles 
and short jackets were worn as cocktail and 
evening wraps. Fake fur coats of synthetic pile 
simulated the real thing at much lower prices. 
Sports and Leisure Wear Americans such as 
Claire McCardell (represented in Fig. 20-7) 
were among the most creative designers of 
spotts and leisure wear. Their dresses, sepa-
rates, and active sportswear were flattering, 
practical, and wearable. Styles included full, 
Figure 20-1 I. Cocktail dress by Jarq\ll'~ FJth. ICJ~".
 
(Photograph by Henry Clarke. /'ogllf) /.  
gathered dirndl skirts, simple shirrs. and rur-
row, tapered pants. Claire .\ kCarJeli so~ 
thousands of moderately pricc:d ··pu~Xl\"~r 
wraparound dresses. originally dl:si~nc:J Junn~ 
the early 19405. Italian designer Emilio Puca 
created slim Capri pams, worn with shuts 2nd 
scarves of \·j\'id heraldic prints. . 
Best-sellers included twin sweater ~ts 1ft 
cashmere and S\TItheric I'arns. and swecpinJ 
. '. Ie«
circular skirts. The form-firtlng. one' P 
a;/Jol was a major swimsuit stvle. Introduction 
of stretch nylon led to leotard'-m'le swimsuits; 
the skimpy two-piece bikini swi;'su;t debuted, 
named for Bikini atoll, where the H-bomb trial 
took place. 
Fabrics, Colon, and Ornament Fabrics were 
mostly finn-bodied. Satins and "ekets were 
stiff rather than drapable types; laces for eve-
ning wear were thick and crusty, not 50ft. Eve-
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but designers depended more on rich colors 
and textures and dramatic silhouenes to 
achieve splendid effects (Fig. 20-9). 
Textured silks (the jacket of Fig. 20-6); 
heavy linens; both soft and finn tweeds (Figs. 
20-8, 20-10, 20-14, 20-15); and plushy, long-
napped wools were represented in tailored gar-
ments. Poodle cloth, with its thick, curly sur-
face, made tent-shaped coats and circular 
skirrs. Knined fabrics appeared in both inex-
pensive apparel and couture sryles. Bunons 
.,  Figure 20-12. "A-line" suit by 
Dior in gray silk and wool. 
1955. Advertised by Mmhall 
Field & Co. (Vogu<) 
--














Figur< 20-13. Salenciaga runic gathered in back 
onto a low-ser band. White hat. 1955. (Photograph 
by Henry Clarke, Vagrlt) 
were fabric-covered or of natural materials 
such as bone, horn, or mother-of-pearl. 
Colors were either neutral or intense. 
White, black, navy, grays, beiges, and com-
binations were frequent. Jewel tones of ruby, 
sapphire, and emerald enriched both day and 
evening wear. Pastels were usually of clear 
chroma, rather than grayed. Unexpected color 
combinations, such as pink with red or orange 
with fuchsia, provided drama both in evening 
wear and in sporrswear. Plaids appeared more 
often than prints. 
Haimyks and Hats The small 
long-necked look prevailed. Most batS 
small .and c.lose-fitting, although there' 
also W1de-bnmmed hats, particularly lOr 
and summer (Fig. 20-6). Cloches (Figs. "5 
20-12, 20-13), narrow-brimmed halS /IiL' 
20-14), berets (Fig. 20-8), and tiny p~ 
O<:,g. 20-10) were untrimmed or had IiIIIiIid 
tnm such as one flower or one feather Oiir 
style was like half a broken eggshell 6~' io 
the head (Fig. 20-11). Hair was shon and_ 
ply arranged, even for evening (Fig. 20:9). 
Long hair was dressed close to the head, . 
neat chignon in back. Late in the 1950s, . 
styles began to increase in volume and a'''' 
hairpieces appeared. ~1
"., ~ Footwear and AcceSS/wits The pteV2i§ 
shoe was the unadorned opera pump, ... 
often in black suede (Figs. 20-6, 20-11, 200i». 
Open, high-heeled sandals were worn for eft. 
ning and summer. About 1953, shoes beaiiie 
increasingly slender, pointed, and 10wcut(F". 
20-11). In the late 194Os, some shoes had biP 
straps in front; later in the 1950s, small ~ 
straps returned (Fig. 20-12). Slender low ~ 
began to replace high, stiletto heels aboIat 
1958. Penny loafers, ballet slippers (Fig. ZOO])' 
thong sandals, and platform and "wedt/ttl' 
shoes were casual styles. In the late 19S!Js. 
boots appeared for fashionable city weas:.'" 
hemlines rose, some boots reached to ... 
knees. c,: 
The strength and elasticity of nylon ~ 
made very sheer stockings possible. S~ 
were usually flesh color, although some wac" 
dark tones; dark seams and heels were a noocIIJ 
of the early 1950s. Then seamless hose aIJDllII 
entirely replaced seamed hose. Stretch ~ 
yarns made possible stretch stockings -,.. 
the late 1950s, pantyhose. For evel)-day••~ 
school and college girls wore bulky .m 
bobby socks. ~ 
Accessories were used sparingly .IS:. 
this period; the cut and shaping of the ~­
ments, plus the texture and color of the ~ 
spoke for themselves. Handbags were 
,jIOred; the shoulder bag carried over from 
.rtime use to become a postwar classic. Well-
dressed women wore gloves to harmonize or 
• cOntraSt with the costume. Because of the em-
phasis on small waists, leather belts of medium 
to narrow widths were another wardrobe es-
sential (Fig. 20-8). During the period of the 
fullest skirts and biggest petticoats, about 1954, 
wide elastic belts were a fad, especially among 
younger women. 
Women nearly always wore earrings, even 
for informal occasions. Styles included button 
types (Fig. 20-10), drop earrings, and hoops. 
The coronation of Queen Elizabeth II in 1953 
stimulated the wearing of rhinestone drop ear-
rings. When Chanel returned, she featured 
bold necklaces with large fake pearls and col-
)red stones (Fig. 20-15). 
7'igurt 20-14. Trapeze dress in gray woo] tweed 





Now the baby boom generation, born during 
and shortlyafte~ World War II, reached its late 
teens and early twenties. "Never trust anyone 
over 30" was their motto. It was a tumultuous 
period. Communists took over Cuba; violence 
between Protestants and Catholics escalated in 
Ireland; Israel and Arab nations fought the Six-
Day War in 1967. 
Events of the 1960s contributed to frustra-
tion with the conventional order of society. 
The assassinations of President John F. Ken-
nedy, his brother Robert, and the civil rights 
leader the Reverend Martin Luther King, Jr. 
alarmed and disillusioned many people. Uni-
versity students in many nations engaged in 
protests, marches, and confrontations. In the 
United States, outrage over the Vietnam War 
was a major stimulus for sit-ins and demonstra-
tions. Use of "pot" and other mood-changing 
drugs increased, particularly among young 
people. Betty Friedan published The Feminine 
Mystique, igniting the movement for women's 
rights. More women were working outside the 
home; more children came home to empty 
houses after school. Rachel Carson's book 
Silent Spring awakened readers to the dangers 
of pesticides. 
A surge in attendance at performances of 
classical music was paralleled by tremendous 
enthusiasm for popular music. The Beatles, 
from Liverpool, England, had their first big 
U.S. hit in 1963 - "I Want to Hold Your 
Hand." Hair, the first rock musical, opened in 
1968. The singing styles and messages ofJoan 
Baez and Bob Dylan captured large audiences. 
New dances followed; discotheques first ap-
peared in France. 
Popular television shows included Lucille 
Ball's comedy program, Johnny Carson's late-
night talk show, and "Laugh-In," featuring 
Goldie Hawn and others. As television com-
peted with movies, subjeer matter of films was 
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From left: Elizabeth Taylor in a He.!," Rose design for A Date With Judy; Esther Williams in Jupiter's Darling 
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An Opera In 3 Short Acts 




An OpmJ in 3 Short Acts
• 
Words and Music by EDWARD BARNES 
CAST OF CHARACTERS: 
l , ' rlIJo..<v A. :.".,. ~ l"."').~ 
RALPH, a short order cook Tmor 
BIG AL, a criminal rat Baritom 
EDWINA, an international opera srar Soprano 
RAT PACK, Big AI's gang Chi/drm's chorus c;-
CH ORUS/POLICE Chi/drm 's chorus ..) 
t....f\A; 
\ .. / 
"'-<.,,-<'P.-· ...: 





Duration: 30 minutes 
•  
SOUND EFFECTS  
Foghorn  
Deep creaking sound  
Ship's engine  
Door slam  
Car brakes, tires screeching  
Car doors opening  
Car doors closing  
Squeaky board  
Police sirens  
Jail door closing  
Sound t/ftas can be pre-ruortkd or peifomttd live. The usc of 
sOl",d effim in MYSTERY ON THE DOCKS is optional 
• 
RALPH'S RADIO 
Ralph's radio should be a "boom-box" type cassette deck that is turned "on" by playing 
the pre-recorded cassette tape. The radio/tape is used in ACT IIScene 2, for the special 
report bulletin about Edwina's kidnapping; and in ACT II/Scene 2 as accompaniment 
to the rat's rllmbalcha-cha parry. 
COMM ERCIALS/SI'ONSORS 
The presenter of the opera, the name of it's sponsor and the sponsors's commercials 
should he original to each production of MYSTERY ON THE DOCKS. For the purposes 
of the libretto, ~Lyric Opera of Kansas City" and "Rinso" brand soap are used to show 
the way the announcements work. 
•  
MYSTERY ON THE DOCKS 
Co-~ommirsion~dby  
•
• Th~ LJri< Opmz ofKJzns4S City  
Th~ Los Angtl~s Musi~ Cmta Op~ra .  
Op~ralColumbus
 
Matk porsibk by a grant from 0", 
Th~ M~~t Th~ CompourIR~ad~r's Digm Commissioning Program  
in part1lenhip with  
Th~ National Endowmmt for th~ Arts  
and Th~ Lila Wallaet-&ad~r's Dig~st Fund  
• 
MYSTERY ON THE DOCKS  
is based on a story by Thacher Hurd  
eCopyrigh' 1983 by Thacher Hurd  




MYSTERY ON THE DOCKS  
• 
Opera in 3 short acts 
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C Copyright MMB Music, Inc. (ASCAP), 
Saint Louis. MO, USA. All rights reserved. 
International protection secured under UCC, 
Buenos Aires and bilateral copyright treaties. 
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NARRATOR: Today's program sponsored by (Rinso. Rinso. fin t:loth~
 
that ar~ bright~ than bright and whit~ than whiu. IIU Eanso on allyour  And now ror our story... rloth~s tonigh~. 
~ r.. 
[SCENE 1: The Diner on Pier 46] 
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What a de - Ii - cious. cas - ty dish. Had.<fock and rna ck'rel. [U - na. 
.. JI. 
-
A II ':;.;;;-1 I ,3...,~ ,....-O! 
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. ,I I Ser-vmg up fish FloulHler and bass and cod. 
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., ~ 1:l" 4- ~ 1:l" 
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r. and files! 
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This plate has some onoion stuck to it. 
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4. (a fa "Pag/iacri") 





Some-one did-n'c cae all their on-ions! This one has some 
,-3---,
" . --:-- . 
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'1 ',. ,..--;", -=', p'* •• I:; 1 .p.1J.. ".1· 
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coleslaw on me side. And chis bowl... This bowl has some 
l
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- c'lace ice<ream [ chink. yes. And chis one... rasp-ber..-y pie. 
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Whoops! A1-mosc slipped. a1-mosc fell. could-'veJ. = 132 




, 4 5. A A / ~ ~ ",- ~ 
,0/ 
lOSt whacl held. bud ca~ght it! I wish it wasto -
'. R ;=66 (a tempo)&.-••---- .-~- -----, 
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- . ., r-- 3, 
-0/ r , h' ,To-rnor-row r go to me o-p ra ouse. My fu ...'rite sin-ger is in 
A A . 
ItJ ...~ w IW'Y .. .. ~-,3-, r3, .' -
: [§] (. fa "La R0 nd 'Ja tn~ 
,---3A A ---. 
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rit. L .......... J= 126 Molto Rubaro  
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grease [0 scrub! Knives and forks and soap and suds! 
• • 
, 
... U ::tr~l.:J fr UUlJ N*U
-
(a fa "La Bohmze'J  
, "ff ,-• • 
-R 
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Ah wdl, it's ~ot m~ch fun. but work isworkand I'm a1-mostdo~e. 
' .... I . 
J. ~ 144" 
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NARRATOR: It's almost midnight. And as Ralph finishes 
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finishes the washing. a cold clammy fog creeps over the docks. (moho Tit.). .
•R 
3 --------~ Nl--' 4fL 
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eJ Fish and fries. I'm ser - ving fish and fries. I'm ser - ving... 
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NARRATOR: A fog horn blew. [SOUND EFFECT: Fog hom.] 
• NARRATOR: The pier creaked. ~~r::-=:=;,-------~ 8,- , 'r -..... .-A " 
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[SOUND EFFECT- Pi~Tmakingl 
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Fish and fries ... 
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8. NARRATOR: Then all... was... quiet. ~ 
(poc-o Tit.) ..II 
.. 
NARRATOR & CHORUS: Or was it??? 
> 
[SCENE 2]  






up [0 the dock. Agangplank feU. 
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Hcc. hee. bee! 
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1101 ~eare ratS. 
>/ 
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RAT PACK:  
" I .. --. •  
'OJ Hee, hee. hee! 
..----:- ~3~ • • --:;--...... ....-:---BoA.  
>. We can'c cell ya whac we're. up co. If ya  
l 
> >  
I, . ..it-..it-..it,. .. I 3  
..,. ..,. :!II ~;: 






--;.. ..;: . . . . . 
.B.A. 
knew, Icwould cor -cupc you, Buc rhis is where che ac - cion - 'II be 
• I. ~ ,--3; i ,-3-=-> 
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at! Weare racs. 
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We'resncak-y de -viow lit-de rats. 
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plan we been plot~n', 
~ 










plan we been plot-tin', It's so cri-mi-naI 
-
1y rot-ten, If it 
-
A I .--" 






I I> IR.P.~ 1 - I
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doeso{J't work then we'll eat our hats.  
r"-,  
BA. 




.. ~ / ("¥. 
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Looks like some pret-ty tough 
I • 




·OJ CUS-tCHllers. Won-der whatthey want here? 
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OJ I 
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RAT PACK: f 
Fish and fries! Fish and fries! 
\ : . 
\. ';'.
',- BlGAL: fC1'- n ~ 
Fish and fries! Fish and fries! 
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sidc. Cho<'!arc ia:-<:t'Clm and rome rasp-bcr - ry pic. And ya 
I !I 
.. I ) > > 
l §itJ 1"11 flIP ~~ f : . I II 


















Don'r scrvc us somc-<hin' wim-py, Wcwon'r 








'. ber-rcr nor bc 
~~---r-. .
. 
ber-rcr nor bc 
RP. 
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A I r;:..:.;:l ...... ' I ~~ r;-3 .... .-- ~ /"'":'"-..
"P. 'OJ like it if you're cheap and thar's mat. And don't think ya cand«eive us, You'll re -




like it if you're cheap and mat's mat. And don't think ya can d«eive us, You'll re -
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• . ~ .j: .. • • !:"'''' 
gret ya dido't be-lieve us, 'Cause we ain't '&aid a nut-tin. That's a fact. 
---.. 
,--3--, 
• I '--f : 
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~.;- ...-I- u -==-= 
.. IIII V , 
SOLO RAT: RAT GROUP: 
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We're 'fraid of cats. Don't like those 
r-3~ ~ I
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Well don't tell him that, you rats! J= 160 Moving 
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r--"--, r=" .----"--, 
and mes. Com-ing right up. Here's some plates. saue -ers and cups. 
> > > > > > >,. 
7 ~ ," 
• 
7 + .~ ~ ~{. .; 
,I I I I I,"
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r--,,---. ·r-3 -,....-...
.-"-, r- : -.::- "--, .-"-;. -"--'A rr-l 
R 
'01 
Knives and spoons and forks and mugs. And here's some pep-per and here's some.s:ilr, and 
A > >. > > ~ > ~ >, 
... .. -IFI· + 7 + 7 .. 
I I I 
i '. 
[I§] [SOUND EFFECT: F; ''[;fto~'lin, 
A r--"---. r-3 --, inz,' ~r-"--' 
R 
'01 
ketch-up and mus-tard to go Wlmlt:ill. t~u boys from that J= 126 
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r-- J-I44 A' 
'OJ 
ship oUt there. ~t dark ship? 
"Ah Wh I • )"BIGAL '" at s It to yOU. 
A --.. 
1· I~'~ ~ II' • I-~ p/ ~1: 












OJ IW~ ~ 4r III 
. 
t~u got bus-'ness ~n the wa-ter~ont?
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'OJ ~':" . 
What kindof bus-'ness do you... 
RAT PACK 
it ~ttb ~ I 
Hee. hee. heel  
We gOt business!"  
J"l> > >~..................  
..........  
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~ L.~ L.. "':'J 





. ; .. ' 
We JUSt come: here for the 
., 
"OK. OK. OK. OK." NARRATOR: Ralphserved up RALPH 
Yeaht 













the food. then turned on the radio. [SOUND EFFECT (on tilp~), Scanning radio stiltiom.] 
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/7  
/8. RADIO ANNOUNCER (on cape): "We imerrupr chis program r o1191 J= 108 
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OJ > > 










...Miss Bombasrina was due ro give a conceIT 





No! SIJe's my fa - v'rire! 










at me Rar:ville Opera House. but mat concert is noW hI quesaon... ." ~ ~~~~~~~~...~§{~.~,.~~t 
...The poli\'e have no clues.· 
~~~~~~~:!3§T~~~~~
 





[SOUND EFFECT: Door sLzm.] 
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. . OJ 
But the pier was empty. 
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J'p 





Car doors opened... {SOUND EFFEC1} 










.. J=92 O-K boys. Get that sack OUt of the trunk. 
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". RALPH Ralph peaked Out from the shadows... 













Ie looks like it's... It's some SOt[ of... 
• 
. " > 
> 
23. 
Pi __ ? :::::J And JUSt chen... [SOUND EFFECT: Cuaky board] 









(sniffi) (miffi) (miffi) 
BA r~ t- ,--~'~==r .. tJ ~ t~ • 'WI' 
I bah'  
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I - A rat! I smdlarat! 
> > > > 
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Spy -ing. Hi -ding. List-'ning. Lur-king. Whcrc's hc at? I smclla 





> > > > > 
B.A. 
Thcrc hc is! r- 3 --, , 
fp f 
Af-tcr him. Quick! 
> > > 
" 





.A fp f 
OJ 3~'~:;'~~0 
'----7~. ~ ~ > > > 
BA. ~~~1Iff~~~~i~i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Carch him. snatch him! Don't let him get a-way! Grab him. try to nab him! Grab his 




feet. grab his whis-kcrs! Come on, pull his tail! Get his 
> > > 
> > > 
RALPH No! Let me go! 
that'S it! Get his .hands, yes!arms~ 
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~ 'I ] ~ -..J... ='""J.. 'IIff 
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·BA 
Tome Tome_l~ . L 1:;]1' > /"J ship! To me ship! 
A ~ ," .l ....a. ~+-C" +- l=' - ~. 
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28. [ACT II] 
• [SCENE 1: On board the dark ship] 
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,3-, , ~3..,A .. .........  
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..,. ..,. yp- ..,.OJ ..,.yp- ..,. ..,.-
OJ NARRATOR: Back on me dark ship, Big Al and his pack 
~ 3--,






~ ~ 4 
OJ .,; - I 
of ratS were headed out [0 sea. And Ralph? .. Ralph was alone in the hold. 
:<S.  
29.~lRATORlCHORUS:Or was hc??? ,RALPH: 




Thcrc's not much light; I can hard~y sec ani'-thing. 
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Whydse would they pur mc 
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ft .' i ...-. ~' ll..' 
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30. 
won - d~r whac mcy'n: pba -1Iiag? Whac crick thcy'n: cry - ing co
•
R 
(a fa "La &hmze")138 .~ - 3 • 1IfI , 
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off the boac ac sea! I'll have co swim and swim and swim and swim with &-~:-----¥ 
· " - - - -
. 
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> ,.I...., r"" "'" > 
-' 
{MlIfJkd cri~J ftom inside th~ bag.] 
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There it IS a-gain. It's co-rning from 0 -vcr there... From 
'-.r...J 
'. 
~.<1 [mllfJkd CTi~J 
R ~:~~~~~f~;l.~~~f~---~~~G~g~aJ~;P~'1~~~""~'~~-~·11~f~-~-;:f~~ii3iii;~f~~1~11~~f~~~~~ 
that... From that sack. I'll bet it's that sack they brought in from the car! 
~(
 







i There! I did it, ir's o-pen, you're... It's you! 





J=96 What? Who is it? Who's there? Wait... 












" Hang on, I'll get you out! If I can..• 
~ .......- 





". , "L 
.' Can... . _ Jti~. JUSt ' I~nt =n_ .n.... then I could... ..... , 









breath _ in there! That'S right. 
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. .. '.Who ate you? 
Me??? 





If;;ry'out b~est fan. You'cemy 
. a , 
I ---- O) ---..J.-- r 1- .....: :::::> v· p " -11tp... I ! - . 
0) 
-E 
Oh, 6h' r~al.jy? 
~ 
R 
'. Yo~y shrnlng light, my fa...,'rite star. 
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he - roo 
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I havc all your rc<ord aI - bums, all your pos-<ers, C - Os and tapes. 
:J: 1"- 1t ..-I
A " 
OJ I>S :a: 
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I - r 3 , , 
Ghmy! 
'-----l .- r-- 3 -:! -=----. ~ 
COlI<Crt chat you've gi-ven, noc onc sin-gle date. I've al-ways wan-ted co meec you, Ie 
• I ".--. 











BigAl kid-nappcd mc. 
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musc be facc. 
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• My name's Ralph. That's right. R~~~~~~~~~
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Let S get out of crc.ph... 


















[Ig].. J=144 Rumba/Cha-cha 
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NARRATOR: Up on deck. Big AI and his pack of rars 
: 
rars were havin' a little party. 
,e , RAT PACK: 
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.' Hee. hee. hee! 
,.. ~ ~
· , .~ ~ ~ I I 
--I- ~ ~ ~ , -...-:.. "ff~ '---' " .~' ~ ~ ~ cp -,... _. 




Mo-ney. We'regonofla have so much mOofley. 




"f ~~ '~. .......... '----' 
-- fII/' :::::=- f1lp ,... ,... 







We're gon-na be fil~hy 
Bags and buc~ts filled with mo-ney. 
And mo-no/ foc ,that. 




Mo-ney for this. 
MeHley. 
liHle rats. 
LoLS 'n 10LS. 

















.fL .- I 
Head on down to Ri-o with ou'r cri-rni-na1 cash. Are! Al.e! 
A I 
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" I ~,..., '" -- > > > /~ ,~ - 1 '1_1l· ...: -: ..,. -- -r::. --= "ff.. - , ... 
<t .' 
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'. 1--, r-3., ,I, , 
DA '.' 
splash in me waves ~o'iigthe shores ofi -pa • 
, .:'lJiZe'1l __--_ do the sam-ba at 




-... .: " r --, 
-
ne-ma. Re-lax-ing for days. b:ilrdlng cast-les in the sand. 
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RAT PACK·. , I 





'Dan ' . . h -way! Hey!- clOg our DIg ts a 





,..... ~ ... ftL ... . ... 
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[!§] (Daru:e break'. Rumba/eha eha) 41. 
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BIGAL:  f--=:.. 
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-
Mon-ey! Wc'rcgon-na havcso much 





.n lots 'n lots of mo-ncy! 
.. ' ~ .... ~ I I ~ 
•  
' ------...-' ~3-, .-3-"1 e-3-, .-3? ~~ .. ~t ~~"lL
.1
, 
. , ...~. 
-
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> J: ~ ... ~ I,I, 
ft ". - ~ -'f f f~-'r~-; --./p , 
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. Buc~ filled wid! mo-ney! We'll be hot! Wal-lers S[U!r~d.
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.. I ~', ; .-- -,
-
'OJ Pur«s clogged. Poc-kcrs bul-ging with bun~les 'n wads of mo-ncy!
-
I J--, ~ .. ~ ~ ~ .........--."""
..: Poc-kcrs bul~ng wid! bun~les'n wads of mo-ney!Pur«s clogged.
.. I, I{" it .... .. f '~.~ ,




I jJ' ~ , 4 II
Mon~y! Yeah!
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r 3 -, t:
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How could you? You im-be·d1es! Dradt! Splat it! You rat fink lit·dc fools!
• a > > > > >




















Look! There they are!
• I f ~
.
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Where? Ah-ha!
• ...... . > > >!. fi"/~ v.. v.. • ..v.~.~. ;:~..? v ••-.:;. +..
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Try-in' to es-cape. eh? We'll fIX you!
~
> > > > > > > >
l J • . ~~.'~4' ~.'?r..3~~ • ~.~~~~~.
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ =1
BA
•











.~ ;;;;;""", l ,-,
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mast! Climb the rig-ging, fast!
BIGAl: r- 3 --, I
Go on boys. brin'g 'em in!
• > > > > > >
... ~..".~ -rp; Y ;.:y -.I yy .,,~ -.f ;;r-r~ y I~hy -.Ffi -.y-;, f
: ",--
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~.
EDWINA: IIfII :::> I '""j
•
.01 Where do we go? Where?
•
RALPH: 11ft ~
.f) There! Up the
> > > > >
tr-:"" ..r",:"y y y ll-'3 Y"~"T T y ll-'~ y'.-...:! y y y , ,.-./ yf-.p










I 0 e crow s nesc, ur -ry!








·OJ [' m righr be - hind you Ralph!
•
'OJ
• > > ~ > >~ fi I
OJ ~-1J' 1J' 1J'2IT y.- 1J' 1J'~ __ -.;,r - =- _: ~
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• RALPH: • ,
OJ
Come on!
A > > ~ > >~ > > > >










NARRATOR: Wtll mey do it?
a-o-----------------------
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I> > ~~ ..
-
.1 I ,A ' _d" LLA >






Will mey make it up the rigging to me crow's nest on top?
~>--------->---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1;::---------~-"--l; .: :
OJ
Ot. will Big AI catch 'em and make 'em walk the plank?
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HELP!_ We're trapped! They'reright be-low us! HELP1_
>
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.But Ralph... The fog is too thick. The po-
R ~·~~'~~~~i~~==--~~~~~~~g]~~~~~~~~~~~~~










































Yes??? Sing? Sing? Sing? Sing?
•
~




r -, .3-, r J -, r-3 ----,
• l~ f7' ~i·
You mean like: Zab-ba, zab-ba, zoo~, zah-ba, zah-ba, zah zoo zah?
57
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la. Ia. la. Ia. la.la.la.la, la!
-
A I --... • •
·oJ Let'S try! ~A I •. ..





(a fa "Ca ")
A • I nnm ~h.
·oJ Help! Help!
. " . "If I. "
·oJ
, ___
Help! Help! Po-lice!. Please send us the po-lice!










'll HUH)'. hur-ry! S~nd me po-li~! Come on now quick we need some help here
• • • a
ell
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OJ \'11 -
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Some-bo - dy please comeand
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sis - rance? Sound mea larms! Call me -po-p<>p01lG-- po - po -po
•• , * • I I
, ( .....
'OJ Po - po - po - P01lOilG-
A a








J-92.~,~. ~.', ....... ,=;; ....... ~ ;::::::;--
'OJ lice! Po-po-po-po-po-po -lice! Po-po-po-po-po-po -lice! The po-licc! The po -
Aaa~ ;::;;;., ~,' ;::;;;., ~ ;:=;;-, ;::::::;--
, , oJ
lice! Po-po-po-po-po-po -lice! Po-po-po-po-po-po - lice! The po-licc! The po
-
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a'~ ....... r=J' f~
lice! The po -lice! Send me po - lice! pre;sc
A~*~ r=J. f/::......... -...
-
'oJ lice! The po -lice! Send me po - lice! pre;sc
., , , ' , I
" ~ ~.,.. ~. .h
l • -~• • b... , ~











'V f send Jc po-lice! Help! Scnd thc po-lice! Wc'rc cal -ling for help! Help!
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''V Send thc po-lice. Puhhhh lease! Help! Help! Po -licd - ~-- Comc _quick-ly-
11 . ...::.
'01 Scnd thc po-lice. Puhhhh lease! Help! Help! Po -lice! Comc _quick-ly-
11 I~ iR ~01 ~ ~ r i~:r ~
... ... ~
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pleasc! Wc'rc bcg-ging you! Wait! I think I heard some-<hing!
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Full steam ahead. Let'S move it! (RA TS laugh)
>>>.
fPOLICE:
• M -, I l
FREEZE! STOP RIGHT WHERE YOU"ARE, DON'T
.. BIGAL: { ..
What?
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'OJ
AN -Y-BO-DY MOVE! YOU'RE UN-DER AR - REST BIG AU
A • M r1 e
OJ
A ~ M > ./
OJ ,
58.
• • II • , , ,
OJ COME OUT WITH YOUR HANDSUP!
BIGAL: ,...., r;--3, :', , 3-
=:.
Did ya bring me my ran-50m n
• • II W~ : .. fp





II H I ~
NO.
... • II . I .~
·OJ Yeah!
l l , , l I I~. .
-- =:. Then we ain't c<H1lin'!
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·OJ Ah hal You're sur-roun-ded!
"
I ••






The par-<y's o.~ vet!Give it up. we've got you now!
RALPH:~~~~~~~~~
Youcan'tes<ape!














Time's up! Thac's right!
BIGAL: f r;,. ~~ ~
·










... Yes we do! Yeswedo! Yeswe do! See?!
- -
..--
• Yes we do! Yes we do! Yes we . do! See?!
,..--~ ~... ~
·
don't! No ya don'c!
>
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d h da k h· b ck h
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BIG Ai: Ya mean I ain't gain' ra Rio?
,
NARRATOR: And Big AI and his pack of rats
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... ~ I· • ~ ~ I~ •
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oJ l- •.J-' l- -1--
BIG AL: Aw drats. now we'll have to eat our hats! , ~
./
" I . . . . '. .I· - ~.... .... '* - .... .;'" '*'*
.
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•
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[SCENE 2: The Ratville Opera House]
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NARRATOR: And~ next night. a[ me Rarville Opera House, Edwina invited Ralph




A ~ . RALPH: ~ ::::::,..
·01 You arc? You'rc my
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01 Likc a bca<on, 'd;" ncar and f.Ir.rca -mg
A • ~
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-II The songs you sing. the way you sing them. there is no more beau-ri.rol a sound.
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need me when-e-ver you're a - round. Wllc:nyou
--•
41" ?r ;II" :; • ~......
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[SCENE 3: The Diner at Pier 46.]·
NARRATOR: The stars were shining brighdy that night. And Ralph invited
L.r-'L.r-'
151 J-120 Edwina and all his friends to a parry on Pier 46.
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t> Se';ve it up· with peas and 0 - nions.
A • RALPH: 1lfIr
t>
-Some
A a . J;;'----e .
t> ~ ..~ ...- I· i--o !;.~ :;:; • ~ :;:;
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rasp - ber ry pic.
~ , ,
R
rasp - ber ry pic.
•
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Fish and frics. Wc'rc ha - ving fish and frics. . Wc'rc car - ing





Fish and frics. Wc'rc ha - ving fish and frics, Wc'rcear - ing
.. .-.1--,~
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Fish and frics. Wc'rc ha - ving . fish and frics, Wc'rcear - ing
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, r- J-, r- J '---. I-
. , r- 3-, r- J '-...
'. fish and fries and fries and fish. What a de - Ii • cious, ras - ry dish.
A a . r=' i ,-J-, r- J
l____
i ;;;=3 , r- 3-, r- J '-....,
'OJ fish and fries and fries and fish. What a de - Ii - cious. cas - ry dish.
A II r=' : .-J-, r- J '--. I- F , r- 3-, r- J '-...
-
OJ
fish and fries and fries and fish. What a . de - Ii - cious. ras - ry dish.
1\ II
,-3-, r- 3 -, r- 3-, r- 3-,
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r:>- J---, ~3-, ,-~ r- 3-, -.• a , r=-'" -,
OJ
Had.aock and mac k'rcl. tu na. floun-der and b~ I and cod.- -
r;;;: J---, 7 3-, r:-~""'"i. ,:::;::;J- ,-3--, ____A a I ,
...
Had.aock and mac k'rcl. [U floun-<1er and b~ss I and cod.- - na.
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.. 4 .--3~ IT ,.....r=t-
-oJ Eat~gourfish , and fril Fish andes.
.. 4 .-3~ IT ~
oJ Ear-ing our fish
r
and fril Fish andes.
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NARRATOR: This program sponsored by
(RiJISD. Rinso, fUr clothes that ar~ brighto
than bright IDIIi whito than whit~. US~ Rimo
1111 allyour clothes tOnight.]
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'Til nexr rime.
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